DATE: October 26, 1998

MACHINE: Hydra-Spiker Model B  
           Super B  
           Super B-2

SERIAL NUMBER(S):  
                  Hydra-Spiker Model B - 119 & up  
                  Super B & Super B-2 - All

SUBJECT: Locking Driving Cylinder

There is now a new Locking Driving Cylinder available for these machines. The new cylinder, part number 28552423, incorporates an integral mechanical locking device to prevent accidental extension of the driving cylinder rod during travel. Preventing accidental extension can eliminate downtime required to replace a gun assembly damaged by the extended rod hitting an obstruction. The operator easily engages the lock with a lever built into the top of the cylinder.

This new cylinder is interchangeable with the original cylinder, part number 28552459. However, longer mounting bolts are required to attach the locking cylinder to the machine. Four of these bolts, part number 2590136, are included with each cylinder.

The Locking Cylinder price is $985.00 each. The original cylinder will be available until current stock is depleted. Contact your NORDCO Representative or the NORDCO Parts Department for details.